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Please allow me to preface this essay with the following.
The information on Dr. Farrell’s ideas were gleaned rather
quickly from two videos: Ancient War in Heaven Part 1 and
Ancient Cosmic War is Still Happening. So please forgive me
if I’ve made some mistakes in your details or ‘take on the
Truth’. My take on ‘the Truth’ has happened over 53 years
of: 1. being raised Catholic but realizing quite early on
that Catholic dogma does NOT equate with ‘the Truth’, 2.
joining the Mennonite faith in my late teens to later
realize they as well have a similar disposition toward it,
3. pursuing religious studies at Michigan State did not
provide the answers I was looking for, and 4.
philosophizing nor study alone could provide those answers
either. Years of contemplation, ‘prayer’, introspection,
validation/invalidation, and personal experiences with
‘God’ and others have led me to the conclusions below.
Before we address those concepts, let’s discuss things we
agree on: 1. modern religions need opposition to function,
keeping humanity divided, 2. Yahweh followers believe in a
twisted version of ‘the Truth’ which makes them no
different than a cult, 3. God appears bipolar because we
misunderstand God, and 4. there has been war in ‘the
heavens’ immemorial both physical and spiritual.
BUT, once we truly Understand God, everything confusing
becomes clear and rational just like the rest. Now, as I
imply above, I did NOT receive my ‘divine revelations’ in
the desert or up some smokey mountain. And repeatedly in my
video publications, I BEG people not to shoot nor edify me.
Additionally, I never ask/imply to create a new religion
based on my ideas. All I’m after is the Truth, plain and
simple, period.
My current understanding of this is: two identical twins
with Completely Different attributes/characteristics which

I’ll list out separately. [cough] um twin females. And once
you understand them, you understand Everything Else.
Let’s leave it at that for now. It always takes people
different times to assimilate different truths. If you
prefer to dismiss me, that’s your prerogative, I’ll have to
accept that and move on. Whatever the case may be, ‘God’
bless you and yours – and – to quote Star Trek: “may you
find your reality as pleasant”.

